PERFORMANCE
Dry, saturated steam, generated by an electric steam generator, contains no boiler
additives and provides a clean and effective way of delivering heat to surfaces it
contacts. In contrast to hot water, which gives up its heat by absorption (an inherently
slow process), steam delivers heat through the very rapid process of condensation.
With sufficient time and temperature, and the moisture derived from the condensation process, heat destroys the proteins which form the cells of the microbes and can
result in sterilization of the surfaces in contact with the steam or, in the case of porous
materials, the material itself.
The heat required to cause a volume of water to be converted into steam at the same
temperature is called the latent heat of vaporization. When steam comes in contact
with surfaces of a lesser temperature, it virtually instantly condenses and all the latent
heat is absorbed into the material it touches. As a result, a surface can be heated far
more efficiently with 212 steam than with 212 water. The pressurized chamber of an
electric steam generator efficiently produces steam and delivers significantly greater
amounts of heat than can be achieved with hot water heaters in far less time and with
significantly less water consumption.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Dry, saturated steam in 10 to 15 minutes delivers heat with 98% efficiency no loss of energy up the flue as with fossil fuel boilers.

• Sanitary steam outlet port with ball valve - for easy hook-up to equipment
and accessories.

• All electric with no open flame, no fumes, no combustible fuel and no
fuel storage - resulting in safe operation and lower insurance rates than with
fuel fired boilers.
• Construction complies with ASME (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 1, Part PMB, for safety
assurance - a National Board number is stamped on each pressure vessel
documenting the individual inspection of each unit by an authorized insurance
company Boiler Inspector.
APPLICATION

• UL and CSA approved - for electrical safety.

The SWASH™ Portable Steam Generators
were developed by ARS Enterprises. They are
manufactured exclusively for ARS by ElectroSteam Generator Corporation specifically for
the food and beverage industry. They deliver
dry, saturated steam at pressures ranging from
10psi to 85psi.

• Fully portable - gets the steam where you need it without long, hot steam
lines which lose heat energy and reduce efficiency.
• Adjustable pressure setting - A pressure gauge displays operating pressure.
Manual reset pressure switch for safety.
• 304 stainless steel cabinet - isolates and insulates tank. Piping easily accessible
for service.

